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Dear Colleagues and Friends:

Congratulations and much appreciation is extended to our faculty. Active scholarship supports excellent teaching and brings the excitement of new discoveries into the classroom. At Georgian Court University, we take pride in our faculty and appreciate those who remain current in their fields and continue to develop their expertise. Their work reinforces GCU’s commitment to creating an exceptional student experience. Please join me in celebrating the wide range of scholarship produced by the faculty over the 2021–2022 academic year. Included in this year’s issue of Faculty Focus are entries representing nearly 200 books, journal articles, conference presentations, grants, and art exhibitions.

While reviewing the breadth of scholarship, take note of the entries in blue. These entries represent work completed through faculty and student partnerships. Faculty-student collaboration, especially at the undergraduate level, is a focus at GCU and we are pleased at the growing participation in our Academic Excellence Celebration, a showcase of student scholarship. We know from national research that student participation in scholarship outside the classroom delivers pivotal experiences that shape their lives and careers. We applaud both the faculty and students in their determination to continue the tradition of research collaboration.

Wishing all a fulfilling academic year,

Janice Warner
Provost
Dr. Cathleen McQuillen, DPS
Associate Professor, School of Business & Digital Media

The 2022 Virginia Graham ’31 Award for Teaching Excellence

The past two years have been among the most challenging in recent history for college students, faculty, and staff. Educators like Cathleen McQuillen, DPS, associate professor in the Georgian Court University School of Business & Digital Media, responded to the call, quickly moving classes synchronously online. This technological online shift laid bare some of the significant difficulties students were navigating, including balancing remote learning with challenging home situations, socio-economic realities, and technology access. With an approach to meet students at their educational skill levels, Dr. McQuillen advocated for her students based on their specific needs to make this transition successful.

Back in class

Determined to get students back into the classroom to support learning success, Dr. McQuillen was one of the first instructors to begin holding in-person classes again in Fall 2020. This was achieved by providing synchronous learning for those students not coming to campus.

Helping Students Find their Way Back

Dr. McQuillen stays ahead of the curve when it comes to changes in the subjects she teaches. A change was recently made to the CPA exam, so she has been working with fellow educators on an interdisciplinary approach to help ensure students are thoroughly prepared.

A values-based approach

While Dr. McQuillen primarily teaches accounting classes, she also has a deep interest in fostering the Mercy Core Values that permeate GCU. This interest is fulfilled by teaching the general education capstone class. In all classes, and student interactions, Dr. McQuillen tries to live and weave the Mercy Core Values into her course work, a component she takes very seriously as an educator and part of the Georgian Court community.

As a lifelong learner, Dr. McQuillen is interested in researching new approaches to pedagogy to augment her teaching skills. Her hard work and dedication have been rewarded with the 2022 Virginia Graham ’31 Award for Teaching Excellence.
Michael Pawlish, PhD, knows through personal experience the positive impact one professor can have on a student’s life. While he was completing his Master of Business Administration (MBA) degree at San Francisco State University, he met weekly with a professor to discuss research. The two formed a friendship. “It was like my own Tuesdays with Morrie,” he says, referring to the bestselling book about a man and his mentor. He also holds a Master of International Environmental Science from Lund University.

While it was challenging to juggle his work and studies in his 40s, Dr. Pawlish later returned to earn his doctorate in environmental management, which had long been an area of interest for him. He worked in sales and as an environmental business consultant, but he never forgot his mentor’s impact. And when he joined Georgian Court University as an assistant professor of management in the School of Business & Digital Media (SBDM), he immediately embraced opportunities to help and guide students in similar ways. (He had previous engagements as an adjunct professor and visiting assistant professor.)

In just his second year as a full-time faculty member, Dr. Pawlish served as an advising fellow. He also serves as a faculty representative on the SBDM Executive Advisory Council, which connects the business school to local and regional industry leaders, works on strategic matters and serves as a resource to students, faculty, and staff.

One of Dr. Pawlish’s key areas of focus is sustainable business—an area in which he consulted. He has conducted a steady stream of research on corporate social performance and sustainability and has written a chapter of a book that is expected to be published next year. He says this work informs his classroom instruction and helps him impart to his students the importance of sustainable business practices.

He also helped develop a minor in leadership, along with SBDM Associate Professor Ashley Elmore Bosonac, PhD, and Dean Jennifer Edmonds, PhD. The minor will include classes in leadership, diversity and ethics, and others, as well as a capstone project. The first classes will be offered in Fall 2022.

“It’s often said that most companies are over-managed and under-led. We wanted to have a broad leadership minor that includes different disciplines and focuses on building different leadership skills for Georgian Court students,” he says.
Joan Harvey, DNP
Director of the Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing (ABSN) Program

When students take a class with Joan Harvey, DNP, they know two things: her demand for excellence and her mobile phone number. Dr. Harvey is a visiting professor and director of the new Accelerated Bachelor of Science in Nursing (ABSN) program at Georgian Court University, is dedicated to her students' success and makes herself "on call" when they need her.

That may be part of the reason why Harvey’s first class of ABSN had a 100 percent graduation rate in February. Her “Helpful Harvey Hints,” which is a collection of useful information and tips she’s identified through her years of nursing practice and teaching let students benefit from her hard-won experience.

Dr. Harvey is also the former geriatric program manager and currently a nurse scientist at Hackensack Meridian Health System, where she supported clinicians’ geriatric education and coordination to improve the care of older adults in the health system. Geriatric nursing is close to her heart, and she was recently appointed vice chair of the Gerontological Content Expert Panel for the American Nurses Credentialing Center. In this role, she helps ensure that the content and rigor of the organization’s geriatric specialty exam are appropriate.

For Dr. Harvey, nursing isn’t just a profession. It’s a calling. “I have a very strong religious faithful background. I am so passionate about nursing and the way it should be,” she says. She tells her students to think of the being they love most in the world, whether it’s their mother or father or even their cat. “However, you want them taken care of is how you must take care of people,” she says. “When you look into the eyes of a patient, I want you to see me. Remember what I taught you,” she says.

“Our culture seemingly does not cherish the older adults, as many other cultures around the world do. We can learn so much from an older adult, by their lived experiences,” she says. Dr. Harvey helps identify their challenges. For example, overcoming barriers to communication such as hearing loss can help older adults be more engaged with the people around them. Early detection and prevention of delirium is also a significant focus of Harvey’s education for nurses and interdisciplinary teams who care for patients.

Earlier this year, Dr. Harvey presented a Gerontological Nursing Certification review course at Christiana Health. In addition, she is active as a member of a team at Hackensack Meridian Health conducting qualitative research, including “The Lived Experience of Nurses During the Pandemic” and “Staffing During the Pandemic.”
Theresa Brown, PhD, BCBA-D

Elissa Cutter, PhD

Jessica Keene, PhD
Assistant Professor of History (2021, December 26). Interviewed for Catherine was great. But was she a girl boss? [Article]. New York Times.

Anna King, PhD

Sachiko Komagata PhD, PT
Director of Advising, Department of Integrative Health & Exercise Science (2021, August 24). Academic advising as meaningful intergenerational dialogue opportunity [Article]. Academic Advising Today, NACADA.

Nicola Meade, PhD

Melanie Mogavero, PhD

Sarita Nemani, PhD
Professor of Mathematics (2022). With Saroj Aryal, Kaitlyn Bragen, and Alexa Curcio. Two new properties of the Fibonacci sequence [Article]. Applied Mathematics E-Notes, Tsing Hua University.


Pamela J. Rader, PhD

Stephanie Rahill, PhD, NCSP

With Guo, Weinong; Kantor, Paul; Elsayed, Elsayed; Lei, Rong; Patel, Sachin; Ruskey, Brendan; Roberts, Fred. (2022, January 4). Supply chain threats and countermeasures from elicitation through optimization [Article]. School of Business & Digital Media.

Meera, Behera, PhD
Entries in blue represent work completed through faculty and student partnerships.
Stephanie Rahill, PhD, NCSP  
Associate Professor of Psychology & Counseling  
With Lauren Kaiser, PhD, NCSP. (2021, August). “The Matt Lauer scandal”, “Me too movement” and “Sexual misconduct and Buddhism” [Chapter]. In Robertiello, G. (ed.) Sexual Harassment and Misconduct: An Encyclopedia, ABC/CLIO.

Marny Requa, JD  
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice  

Megan Sherman, PhD, MSW, LCSW  
Assistant Professor of Social Work & Chairperson, BSW Program Director  

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Denise Furlong, EdD  
Assistant Professor/Director of Reading Specialist Program  

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Scott H. Bennett, PhD  
Professor of History & Chair of the Department of History & Politics  
(2021, November 8). Radical pacifism and the ‘greatest generation’: CO resistance and social protest in CPS and prison during World War II (and after) [Presentation]. Invited Lecturer, George Washington University, Washington DC.

Theresa Brown, PhD, BCBA-D  
Professor of Psychology & Counseling  

With Dianna Batalla. (2022, February). School psychology graduate students as service providers to undergraduate students [Poster Session]. National Association of School Psychologists, Boston, MA.


Elissa Cutter, PhD  
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies & Theology  
(2022, April 22). The power of naming: Gender and heresy in polemics against the Port-Royal nuns [Presentation]. American Catholic Historical Association Spring Meeting, Scranton University, Scranton, PA.

(2022, June 27). Mother Angélique Arnauld’s reflections on reform: Creating unity out of diversity at Port-Royal [Presentation]. Twelfth Triennial Conference on the History of Women Religious, University of Notre Dame, South Bend, IN.

Susan E.O. Field, PhD  
Professor of Psychology  
pronouns on perceptions of academic advisors [Poster Session]. National Association of School Psychologists 2022 Annual Convention, Boston, MA.


Jaime Antonio Rivera Flores, PhD
Associate Professor of World Languages & Cultures (2022, March 10). ¿Existe un habla gay? Una revisión de las últimas dos décadas al res-pecto [Presentation]. XXIX Congreso Internacional de Literatura y Estudios Hispánicos, San Juan, PR.

Corey Katz, PhD


Jessica Keene, PhD
Assistant Professor of History (2022, April 22). Keeping their ‘fyrste fay-the’: Vows and former nuns in reformation England [Presentation]. American Catholic Historical Association Spring Meeting, American Catholic Historical Association, Scranton, PA.

Anna King, PhD
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice (2022, June 2). American hate & order: Politics, public service, and safety for all? [Poster Session]. NEACJS (Northeastern Association of Criminal Justice Sciences) CITIZENSHIP, TEAMWORK AND FAIR PLAY, Williamsport, PA.

Alfred Mancuso, PsyD, NCSPProfessor and Chair of Department of Psychology & Counseling (2022, May 6). Integrating REBT into your school-based counseling practice [Presentation]. New Jersey Association of School Psychologists Spring Conference 2022, Virtual.

Melanie Mogavero, PhD
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice (2021, September 1). Autism, sexual offending, and the criminal justice system [Presentation]. Sexuality in Neurodivergent Individuals, The University at Salford, Manchester, UK.


Sarita Nemani, PhD
Professor of Mathematics

Lori Nixon, PhD, LPC, NCC, ACS

Stephanie Rahill, PhD, NCSPPrincipal Associate Professor of Psychology & Counseling


Manny Requa, JD
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice With Michelle Martinez and Josselin Ruiz, Lucy Tamke, Hannah Moran, and Dr. Joy Smith. (2022, March 18). Pedagogy, Libera-tory Learning Experiences, and New Jersey Classrooms [Panel], Middle Atlantic Council of Latin American Studies Annual Conference, TCNJ, Ewing, NJ.

(2022, April 6). The First Amendment & Free Speech: Protests and Politics on the Streets and Online [Panel]. Governmental Affairs Institute Sponsored Lecture Series, Ocean County College, Toms River, NJ.

(2022, March 29). Reproductive Rights in Chile and Ireland [Presentation]. Women’s History Month Pecha Kucha, Lakewood, NJ.

Eric Rosenberg, PhD

Anne Tabor-Morris, PhD
Professor of Physics (2022, March 3-March 5). Second law of thermodynamics using spiral learning conceptualization of a conservation of energy technique [Poster Session]. 2022 PhysTEC Conference, Virtual.

**Heather Tacovsky, PsyD**
Assistant Professor of Psychology & Counseling


With Stephanie Rahill, PhD, Lauren Schaible. (2022, February). Meetings that matter: communication strategies for successful school-family meetings [Presentation]. National Association of School Psychologists Annual Conference, Boston, MA.

With Julia Hollinger, PsyD (2022, February). School psychologists’ role in bridging the interprofessional collaboration gap [Presentation]. National Association of School Psychologists Annual Convention, Boston, MA.


**Ellen Bernhard, PhD**
Assistant Professor of Digital Communication
(School of Business & Digital Media)


**Meera Behera, PhD**
Assistant Professor of Finance

**Jinsook Kim, PhD**
Associate Professor of Communication, Graphic Design & Multimedia
(2022, January 19-21). Extending symmetry to include time to characterize motion symmetry on screen [Poster Session]. 16th International Conference on Design Principles & Practices, Newcastle, Australia.

**Marci Mazzarotto, PhD**
Assistant Professor & Program Coordinator, Digital Communication
(School of Business & Digital Media)


**Brian McSherry, JD, MFA**
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia
(2022, January 29-30). Glitching the Legalese: Research-based methods to create questionable multimedia installations [Presentation]. Art Teleported 2022, Gimpo-Si, Korea.

**Michael Pawlich, PhD**
Assistant Professor of Management


**Denise Furlong, EdD**
Assistant Professor/Director of Reading Specialist Program


**Nancy Sardone, PhD**
Professor of Education

**Christine Stevenson, MLS**
Outreach and User Engagement Librarian

**SCHOOL OF EDUCATION**

**Denise Furlong, EdD**
Assistant Professor/Director of Reading Specialist Program


**Lindiwe Magaya, PhD**
Associate Professor of Education
(2022, June 27). Intellectual and developmental disabilities in Zimbabwe: Stress and coping strategies [Presentation]. Division of International Special Education Services 2022 Global Leadership Summit, Breckenridge, CO.
The effects of creative and resistance training on division-2 collegiate male soccer athletes [Poster Session]. American College of Sports Medicine Annual Meeting 2022, San Diego, CA.

Jessica Keene, PhD
Assistant Professor of History
With Nicole Russo. (2022, March 25). Sacagawea: from western to political power [Presentation]. New Jersey Women's and Gender Studies Consortium Undergraduate Research Colloquium, The College of New Jersey, Ewing, NJ.

With Haylee Vitale. (2022, April 26). The historical legacy of La Malinche [Presentation]. Georgian Court University’s Academic Excellence Celebration, Lakewood, NJ.

With Sydney Vanlew. (2022, April 26). The various uses of chocolate in the atlantic world [Presentation]. Georgian Court University’s Academic Excellence Celebration, Lakewood, NJ.

With Nicole Russo. (2022, April 26). Sacagawea, suffrage, and manifest destiny: The ironies of an icon [Presentation]. Georgian Court University’s Academic Excellence Celebration, Lakewood, NJ.

Sachiko Komagata PhD, PT
Director of Advising, Department of Integrative Health & Exercise Science
With Tara Pattermann, MA, BSN, RN, HN-BC. (2022, June 6-11). Nurses perceived preparedness for coping through crisis: The impact of attending a holistic program and attaining board certification [Poster Session]. American Holistic Nurses Association (AHNA)’s 42nd Annual Conference, Albuquerque, NM.

With Gregory Gopoyan, Alexandra Nieto, Matthew Perillo, Francesca Terrizzi, and Emily Tison. (2022, April 26). Face covering practice at Georgian Court University during Covid-19 pandemic [Poster Session]. Academic Excellence Celebration, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Sarita Nemani, PhD
Professor of Mathematics
With Emily Humphries (from GCU) and Karthik Sankar (from University of Maryland). (2022, April 2). Comparing computational efficiencies of MATLAB, mathematica, and maple [Poster Session]. Garden State Undergraduate Mathematics Conference, Mathematical Association of America, Virtual.

With Emily Humphries (from GCU) and Karthik Sankar (from University of Maryland). (2022, April 26). Comparing computational efficiencies of MATLAB, mathematica, and maple [Poster Session]. Academic Excellence Day, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

With Emily Humphries, GCU and Karthik Sankar, University of Maryland. (2022, April 29). Comparing computational efficiencies of MATLAB, mathematica, and maple [Poster Session]. Academic Excellence Day, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

With Emily Humphries, GCU and Karthik Sankar, University of Maryland. (2022, April 29). Comparing computational efficiencies of MATLAB, mathematica, and maple [Poster Session]. NASA New Jersey Space Grant’s Annual Academic Year Fellowship Poster Session, Rutgers University, New Brunswick, NJ. Co-mentored with S. Aryal.

Eric Rosenberg, PhD
Assistant Professor of Applied Computing

Megan Sherman, PhD, MSW, LCSW
Assistant Professor of Social Work & Chairperson, BSW Program


Ellen Bernhard, PhD
Assistant Professor of Digital Communication
With Alycia Bardon. (2022, April 26). Lil Miquela and Generation Z: Why brands are
choosing virtual influencers to target a generation [Presentation]. Academic Excellence Day, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Marci Mazzarotto, PhD
Assistant Professor & Program Coordinator, Digital Communication


Theresa Brown, PhD, BCBA-D
Professor of Psychology & Counseling
(2022, March). Ethics, burnout, and reported life and job attitudes among board certified behavior analysts® [Presentation]. Celebration of Faculty Scholarship, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Scott H. Bennett, PhD
Professor of History & Chair of the Department of History & Politics
(2022, March 21). Moderator for Guest Speaker. Jerry Elmer, Nonviolent civil disobedience. [Panel]. Critical Concerns Week (on Nonviolence), Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

(2022, March 21). Dorothy Day: Political radical and radical pacifist [Panel Presentation]. Critical Concerns Week. Panel on Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker Movement, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

(2022, March 22). How/why nonviolence works. [Presentation]. Critical Concerns Week (on Nonviolence), Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

(2022, March 23). Moderator for Keynote Speaker. Frida Berrigan, The small ‘no’: Integrating resistance into daily life. [Presentation]. Critical Concerns Week (on Nonviolence), Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

(2022, March 31). The Ukraine/Russia crisis: Why did Russia (Putin) invade Ukraine? [Presentation]. Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Joseph F. Gower, PhD
Professor of Religious Studies & Theology
With Scott Bennett, Jonathan Kim-Reuter, Pamela Rader, and Johann Vento. (2022, March 21). Dorothy Day and Peter Maurin [Panel]. Critical Concerns Week, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Lori Nixon, PhD, LPC, NCC, ACS
Assistant Professor of Psychology & Counseling

Marny Requa, JD
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice
Event Chair and Presentation with Student Discussant Sydney VanLew. Faculty Discussants were Dr. Corey Katz, Dr. Jessica Keene, and Dr. Bob Louden. (2022). Rev. Robert Moore, reducing the epidemic of gun violence in this time of pandemic [Presentation]. Critical Concerns Week, Lakewood NJ.
(2022, May 3). Equity & Inclusion [Presentation]. Annual Faculty Development Day, Lakewood, NJ.

Megan Sherman, PhD, MSW, LCSW
Assistant Professor of Social Work & Chairperson, BSW Program Director (2022, March 17). Multisystemic mentoring: A conceptual framework for school social workers [Presentation]. Celebration of Faculty Research, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

Marci Mazzarotto, PhD
Assistant Professor & Program Coordinator, Digital Communication (2022, April 22). The power of popular culture: why representation matters in dismantling stereotypes [Presentation]. National History Honor Society (Phi Alpha Theta) Induction Ceremony, Lakewood, NJ.

Heather Tacovsky, PsyD
Assistant Professor of Psychology & Counseling With Tara Rempel. (2022, April 26). School eating disorder prevention programs and the impact of COVID-19 [Poster Session]. Academic Excellence Day, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.


Brian McSherry, JD, MFA
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia With Dr. Ellen Bernhard. (2022, April 27). Multisystemic mentoring: A conceptual framework for school social workers [Presentation]. Celebration of Faculty Research, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.


Johann Vento, PhD
Professor of Religious Studies, Theology, & Philosophy With Joseph Gower, Scott Bennett, Pamela Rader, Jonathan Kim-Reuter. (2022, March 21). Dorothy Day’s spiritual journey [Panel]. Dorothy Day and the Catholic Worker Movement, Georgian Court University Critical Concerns Week, Lakewood, NJ.

Michael Pawlish, PhD
Assistant Professor of Management (2022, September). Organizational Culture and Corporate Social Performance: An Exploratory Investigation [Presentation]. Celebration of Faculty Scholarship, Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

Carolyn Bergman, PhD
Associate Professor and Chair of Biology (2022, Fall). Course Hero Teaching Grant to support the use of digital resources in biology teaching. $2000.

Silvana Cardell, MFA
Associate Professor of Dance (2022-2023). Guggenheim Fellowship in the Creative Arts-Choreography. $75,000. (June 2022). The National Endowment was approved to support Disposable Bodies an evening-length interdisciplinary performance work presented by The Philadelphia Dance Projects at Taller Puertorriqueno. $10,000.

Elissa Cutter, PhD
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies & Theology (2022). Fellowship for the Wabash Center 2022 Hybrid Teaching and Learning Workshop for Early Career Religion Faculty Teaching Undergraduates, funded by the Lilly Endowment, Inc. $3500.

Jessica Keene, PhD
Assistant Professor of History With Haylee Vitale and Nicole Russo. (2021, Summer). Student-Faculty Summer Research Grant from the Office of the Provost, Georgian Court University to study Indigenous sexualities in the Atlantic world. $5000.

Anna King, PhD
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice Fellowship grant from Georgian Court University for “American Hate and Order.” $1000.

Sachiko Komagata PhD, PT
Director of Advising, Department of Integrative Health & Exercise Science (2022, April 20). GCU Faculty Fellowship to attend pre-conference and a week-long 19th Annual USA Tai Chi Workshop to learn the depth of Tai Chi Yang style 24 forms by Tai Chi for Health Institute (June 4-10, 2022). $1000.

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & DIGITAL MEDIA

Meera Behera, PhD
Assistant Professor of Finance Grant from Georgian Court University toward a conference presentation. $350.

Ellen Bernhard, PhD
Assistant Professor of Digital Communication Grant from Georgian Court University toward research. $500.

Brian McSherry, JD, MFA
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia Grant from Georgian Court University toward technology. $500.
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS & DIGITAL MEDIA

Marci Mazzarotto, PhD
Assistant Professor & Program Coordinator, Digital Communication


(2021, September). Curator. Faculty Art Show [Exhibition]. Geis Gallery, Lakewood, NJ.

(2021, October). One year, twelve months [Video]. Faculty Art Show, Geis Gallery, Lakewood, NJ.

(2021, October-November). Curator. “Where is this?” [Solo Exhibition]. Geis Gallery, Lakewood, NJ.

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera for music video for Keith Egan “Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Carina Leigh “River” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Des and The Swagmatics “Next Christmas” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Ashley McKinley “When I Get Home” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera for music video for Malibu “Christmas (Baby, Please Come Home)” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera for music video for Natalie Farrell “Baby, It’s Cold Outside” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Taylor Tote “It’s Beginning To Look A Lot Like Christmas” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Jarod Clemons and the Late Nights “Christmas Love Until It’s Gone” [Music Video].

(2021, November 28). Executive Producer, Co-Director, Co-Camera, Bobby Mahoney and the Seventh Son - Father Christmas’ [Music Video].


(2022, May). Producer for Blaise’s “Make My Own Fun” [Music Video].

Brian McSherry, JD, MFA
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia

(2022, March 21) Curator. “Nonviolence” [Student Exhibit]. Critical Concerns Week (on Nonviolence), Georgian Court University, Lakewood, NJ.


(2022, June) Invitational Solo Exhibition [Solo Exhibition]. NYC Phoenix Gallery, Virtual.


(2022, June) Summer Faculty Exhibition [Group Exhibition]. RISD Woods-Gerry Gallery, Providence, RI.
### Professional Services & Appointments

**Scott H. Bennett, PhD**  
Professor of History & Chair of the Department of History & Politics  

**Theresa Brown, PhD, BCBA-D**  
Professor of Psychology & Counseling  
Peer Reviewer, School Psychology Training and Pedagogy Journal.  
(2021-present). Editorial Advisory Board Member, Psychology in the Schools.

**Elissa Cutter, PhD**  
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies & Theology  
Peer Reviewer, Catholic Historical Review.  
(2021-present). Member of the Steering Committee of the Women’s Consultation on Constructive Theology, Catholic Theological Society of America.

**Joseph F. Gower, PhD**  
Professor of Religious Studies & Theology  

**Corey Katz, PhD**  
Assistant Professor of Philosophy  
Editor, *International Society for Environmental Ethics Newsletter*  
Peer Reviewer, *Journal of Ethics & Environment*.  
peer reviewer, *Journal of Politics*.

**Anna King, PhD**  
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice  
Peer Reviewer, *Crime & Delinquency*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Criminal Justice Review*.  
Peer Reviewer, *The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Justice Quarterly*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Psychology, Crime & Law*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Psychology, Public Policy, and Law*.

**Sachiko Komagata PhD, PT**  
Director of Advising, Department of Integrative Health & Exercise Science  
Associate Editor, *Undergraduate Research Journal of Human Sciences at KON*.  
(2022, February). Appointed to Board of Directors SERV Behavioral Health System.

**Marny Requa, JD**  
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice  
(2021-2022). 2022 Conference Program Chair, Middle Atlantic Council of Latin American Studies.  

**Eric Rosenberg, PhD**  
Assistant Professor of Applied Computing  
Peer Reviewer, PLOS ONE.

**Megan Sherman, PhD, MSW, LCSW**  
Assistant Professor of Social Work & Chairperson, BSW Program Director  
(2021, November). Appointed as Associate Editor, *Undergraduate Research Journal of Human Sciences at KON*.  
(2022, February). Appointed to Board of Directors SERV Behavioral Health System.

**Heather Tacovsky, PsyD**  
Assistant Professor of Psychology & Counseling  
Appointed as Secretary for Barnegat Early Childhood Advisory Council.

**Johann Vento, PhD**  
Professor of Religious Studies, Theology, & Philosophy  
(2022, June-2026, May). Elected President-elect, President and Past-president for The College Theology Society.

### School of Arts & Sciences

**Nancy Sardone, PhD**  
Professor of Education  
Responding to all academic related matters for the The College Theology Society.

**Joseph F. Gower, PhD**  
Professor of Religious Studies, Theology, & Philosophy  
(2022, June-2026, May). Elected President-elect, President and Past-president for The College Theology Society.

**Corey Katz, PhD**  
Assistant Professor of Philosophy  
Editor, *International Society for Environmental Ethics Newsletter*  
Peer Reviewer, *Journal of Ethics & Environment*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Journal of Politics*.

**Anna King, PhD**  
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice  
Peer Reviewer, *Crime & Delinquency*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Criminal Justice Review*.  
Peer Reviewer, *The Howard Journal of Criminal Justice*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Justice Quarterly*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Psychology, Crime & Law*.  
Peer Reviewer, *Psychology, Public Policy, and Law*.

**Sachiko Komagata PhD, PT**  
Director of Advising, Department of Integrative Health & Exercise Science  
Associate Editor, *Undergraduate Research Journal of Human Sciences at KON*.  
(2022, February). Appointed to Board of Directors SERV Behavioral Health System.

**Marny Requa, JD**  
Associate Professor of Criminal Justice  
(2021-2022). 2022 Conference Program Chair, Middle Atlantic Council of Latin American Studies.  

**Eric Rosenberg, PhD**  
Assistant Professor of Applied Computing  
Peer Reviewer, PLOS ONE.

**Megan Sherman, PhD, MSW, LCSW**  
Assistant Professor of Social Work & Chairperson, BSW Program Director  
(2021, November). Appointed as Associate Editor, *Undergraduate Research Journal of Human Sciences at KON*.  
(2022, February). Appointed to Board of Directors SERV Behavioral Health System.

**Heather Tacovsky, PsyD**  
Assistant Professor of Psychology & Counseling  
Appointed as Secretary for Barnegat Early Childhood Advisory Council.

**Johann Vento, PhD**  
Professor of Religious Studies, Theology, & Philosophy  
(2022, June-2026, May). Elected President-elect, President and Past-president for The College Theology Society.

### School of Business & Digital Media

**Jinsook Kim, PhD**  
Associate Professor of Communication, Graphic Design & Multimedia  

**Marci Mazzarotto, PhD**  
Assistant Professor & Program Coordinator, Digital Communication  
(2022, May). Script and Screenplay Reviewer, University Film and Video Association.  
Professional Service & Appointments.  

**Brian McSherry, JD, MFA**  
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia  
(2022). Board Member, Please Leave Only Your Footprints.  
(2022, Panel Moderator, Art Teleported, Gimpo-Si, Korea.

**Brian McSherry, JD, MFA**  
Assistant Professor of Graphic Design & Multimedia  
(2022). Board Member, Please Leave Only Your Footprints.  
(2022, Panel Moderator, Art Teleported, Gimpo-Si, Korea.

**Trainer, Population Connection Foundation.**